APPLIANCES
Operating Instructions – Maxmatic 4000c
Continuous Feed
1) Turn on the COLD tap - a good flow is required
2) Start the unit with the air or wall switch
3) Feed the food waste into the unit - Use a tool like our Dispos’l Mate to push food through the
splashguard, not your fingers
4) When the grinding has finished, allow the unit to run for about ten seconds
5) Turn off the water

DO
A) Make sure the machine is only operated by a competent person
B) Always maintain a good flow (Min four litres per minute) of COLD water to carry the waste away
C) Break up large items like cooked bones into smaller lengths to aid in speeding up their disposal
D) Mix the various types of waste which will help to dispose of light or stubborn items more speedily
E) Stay with the disposer while it is running, it must be attended while in use
F) Allow the machine to rest after a run of more than five minutes

DON’T
A) Put metal, plastic, string, glass or cloth into the disposer. These will cause damage
B) Use heavy concentrates of detergents or bleaches
C) Use hot water as this causes grease to congeal in the waste pipe and subsequent blockages
D) Run for long periods, this is a domestic machine which can run for a maximum of 10 minutes
E) Try to dispose of raw bones, stringy materials or raw fat
F) Dispose of material that may be restricted by local regulations or damage the environment, like tea
bags with plastics used in their construction

CLEANING
Using plenty of water when disposing of waste and the normal passage of soapy waters will usually keep
the unit clean, ice cubes and lemons can be used if there is a build up of waste
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APPLIANCES
General Instructions – Maxmatic 4000c
If the Maxmatic Stops Working
An overload switch protects your Machine. This will turn off the power if jammed or overloaded
1) FIRST TURN OFF THE POWER SUPPLY
2) Also, select the centre “OFF” position on the reverse switch
3) Allow the unit to cool for a few minutes
4) Insert the DE-JAM key supplied with your unit and turn in both directions until it rotates freely
5) Press the RED reset button on the BOTTOM of the unit
6) Select either “ON” position on the reverse switch
7) RESTORE THE POWER SUPPLY
8) Try the unit

IF THIS FAILS
9) Check that your power supply is not fused or tripped
10) Contact Max Appliances using service@max-appliances.co.uk with your serial number
If the power supply cord becomes damaged, this must be replaced by suitable qualified person

WARRANTY
Providing our installation and operating instructions have been carefully observed, this waste disposer is
Guaranteed to the REGISTERED original purchaser at the original domestic address, to be free from
defects in material and workmanship for two years labour and ten years service exchange or parts
This guarantee does not apply to any detachable items including the splashguard and plug, or any costs
incurred in the rectification of either faulty installation, aborted installation or jammed machines. This
guarantee does not apply where a machine has been abused or in circumstances in which we would
normally consider a commercial machine applicable (e.g. establishments providing more than ten meals
per sitting, or on a continuous or semi-continuous sitting) If your machine is not registered within
fourteen days of purchase, statutory twelve months warranty applies. Proof of purchase must be in
registered name of end user
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